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The aim of this article is to provide an overview of recent discussions in religious
epistemology, to compare it with some traditional accounts, and to sketch a direction of
further development. Since I know of the discussion primarily in the Christian context the
focus will be on Christian Belief. But I guess the problems discussed are similar with
problems of some other religions as well. I start with a semantical consideration. Sometimes
religious people make religious utterances. Some of these utterances have the structure of
statements, for example: An almighty, omniscient and all-good being exists, or God creates
the universe, or God reconciles the world with himself through Christ, or Christ is risen, or
There is forgiveness of sins, etc. Reflecting on the meaning of these sentences, some
philosophers took them to be what they seem to be at first glance: claims. According to them
some religious sentences are expressions of beliefs. Beliefs are attitudes toward propositions.
Propositions can be true or false. And people can be justified or unjustified in believing them.
Let us call this account the propositional attitude account of religious belief.
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Some philosophers, however, have thought that these religious utterances only look like
claims. Their surface-grammar is misleading. What they really mean is something different.
When people utter such sentences they do not express beliefs, but rather feelings. Let us call
this account the emotivist account of religious belief.
Some philosophers, finally, have thought that the religious utterances are disguised rules
which regulate the believer’s personal life. Let us call this account the regulative account of
religious belief.
Philosophers who hold the emotivist or the regulative account or a combination of them seem
to have an advantage. Since according to them religious beliefs do not express propositions,
they do not need to find epistemic evidence for them. However, they also have a problem: To
take all religious utterances to be emotive or regulative not only requires an enormous amount
of reinterpretation but also seems to distort how religious believers themselves understand
some of their utterances. After all, when they say “There is a God who created the universe”
they do not just mean to express a feeling of security or a rule which prescribes ecological
behaviour. They actually articulate what they believe: that there exists such a being. They
would say that if somebody could convincingly show that such a being does not exist they
would give up their belief.
Looking back on the discussion of the last twenty years one notices that the propositional
attitude account has gained many proponents. They hold that religious believers, besides
doing many different things with their religious utterances, also express what they believe to
be the case. They hold that religious believers take a set of propositions to be true. Thus the
epistemological question reappeared: Can persons be justified when they believe religious
propositions? Evidentialists say: Yes, but only if they have propositional evidence for
believing these propositions. Reformed epistemologists say: Yes, even if they have no
propositional evidence for believing these propositions. Let us look at the assumptions which
lay behind these answers.

1. The evidentialist challenge

Evidentialists are interested in attempts to give propositional evidence for religious belief.
They are interested to provide proves for the existence of God: deductive a priori arguments,
like Anselm’s ontological argument; deductive a posteriori arguments, like Aquinas’ fife
ways, and inductive a posteriori arguments, e.g. Richard Swinburne’s hypotheses to the best
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explanation.1 Furthermore, they are interested in probability arguments which support the
claim that God has revealed himself and that God’s revelation is contained in a particular
scripture and a particular creed.
What is worrying about the evidentialist approach is the fact that many of those who have
access to the available evidence for religious belief do not embrace it. The evidence alone
does not seem to do the job. It does not seem to be sufficient for forming the belief in
question. Moreover, many religious believers do not have this kind of evidence. Should one
therefore conclude that most of the religious believers are not justified in holding their
beliefs?
In the face of this observation the question arises whether there is something wrong with the
program of evidentialism. Thus I am asking: What are the assumptions behind the interest of
the evidentialist? Are they tenable?

The stance behind evidentialism could, but need not necessarily, be epistemic
foundationalism. If it is foundationalism, one could spell it out in the following way:

(1) A person S justifiably believes that p, if and only if the belief that p is either properly basic
for S or can inductively, deductively or abductively be derived from beliefs of S which are
properly basic.

(2) The belief that p is properly basic for S if and only if the belief that p is either self-evident
for S or incorrigible for S or evident to the senses for S.

(3) Religious beliefs do not fulfil the conditions set out in (2).

(4) Therefore, religious beliefs need to be based on other beliefs.
A first problem poses sentence (2). As Alvin Plantinga2 convincingly pointed out: (2) is too
restrictive. For there are many everyday beliefs which we do not hold on the basis of other
beliefs but which we take in the basic way and which we properly take so, e.g. my belief I had
lunch this noon, or Emma is angry. Such memory beliefs or beliefs about other people’s
mental states are often not believed on the basis of other beliefs, but nevertheless are regarded
1
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to be justified and, if they are true, to constitute knowledge. Moreover, the evidentialist, by
his own criteria, is not justified in holding the belief (2). Because (2) is neither self-evident to
the evidentialist, nor incorrigible nor evident to the senses. Thus (2) is not properly basic for
him. And the evidentialist has not shown how he arrived at (2) by inductive, deductive or
abductive argument.
A second problem pose sentences (1) and (2): They seem to involve epistemological
internalism. Internalist theories of justification claim that what makes for the justification of a
belief must be internal, that is it must be cognitively accessible to the believer. However, this
requirement seems to be to strong as well. Many of my beliefs seem to be justified without me
being in a position to be cognitively aware of what it is that justifies them. E.g. when I see my
mother I produce the belief The person in front of me is my mother. I am justified in holding
this belief. But I could not tell what it is that justifies this belief. Thus, the internalist
requirement does not seem to be necessary in order to justifiably believe a proposition.

2. Reformed Epistemology

Plantinga made a twofold move: First, he abandoned the stance behind evidentialism that he
calls classical foundationalism and moved to a position one could label weak foundationalism.
Second, he moved from epistememological internalism to a version of epistemological
externalism. Let us take a short look at these moves.
Weak foundationalsim affirms that a person’s noetic structure consists of basic beliefs and of
beliefs which are based upon other beliefs. However, weak foundationalism gives up the
strong condition (2). Beliefs, in order to be properly basic, need not be incorrigible or selfevident or evident to the senses. Many beliefs are accepted in the basic way, e.g. I was
walking this morning through the forest, or Emma is angry, or The world existed longer than
five minutes, There exists an external world. And a person is prima facie justified in acquiring
or holding these beliefs. That is: These beliefs are to be regarded as properly basic as long as
they are not defeated by other beliefs. My belief I was walking through the forest this morning
is prima facie justified, and it is justified in the basic way. Now, suppose my friend tells me
that we were together in the pub the whole morning. Now I have a problem. Either my friend
is mocking me or he is right. If I should find out he is mocking me I would still be justified in
my belief. If he is right then I ought to give up my belief and look for a doctor.
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Now, why do we not say that some religious beliefs are accepted by the believer in the basic
way? Why do we not assume that religious beliefs are similar to such beliefs as I was walking
through the forest this morning, Emma is angry, etc.? There are situations in the life of
believers in which they acquire their beliefs in the basic way:
“[…] there is in us a disposition to believe propositions of the sort this flower was created by
God or this vast and intricate universe was created by God when we contemplate the flower
or behold the starry heavens or think about the vast reaches of the universe. […] Upon reading
the Bible, one may be impressed with a deep sense that God is speaking to him. Upon having
done what I know is cheap, or wrong, or wicked, I may feel guilty in God’s sight and form the
belief God disapproves what I have done. Upon confession and repentance I may feel
forgiven, forming the belief God forgives me for what I have done. […] There are therefore
many conditions and circumstances that call forth belief in God: guilt, gratitude, danger, a
sense of God’s presence, a sense that he speaks, perception of various parts of the universe.”3

This move has got its advantages. It seems to correspond to the experience of many religious
believers. For many of them say that they did not come to believe by a process of syllogistic
reasoning. They regard their religious believing as a gift. Their believing, they say, was
triggered by particular circumstances.
However, this approach has got a few problems as well. First, there is the relativity-problem.4
If religious belief is not excluded from being properly basic, then why not say that many other
beliefs are also properly basic for some people, e.g. Emma’s belief Alpha Centaurs visit me
every Sunday afternoon. Now, there are a few strategies to respond to this objection. The first
would be to insist, that every belief needs justification. What justifies basic beliefs are not
other beliefs one holds but particular circumstances. Thus, the belief is not without grounds.
The second strategy would be to insist that the justification conferred by the circumstances is
only prima facie justification. That is: One is justified to hold the target belief only as long as
there is no evidence to the contrary. If the evidence to the contrary has got much by way of
justification, a person is no longer justified to hold the target belief. In order to remain
justified, the person has to find a defeater for the defeater. However, if the evidence to the
contrary has got less justification for the person as the target belief, there is no need to find a
defeater for the defeater. One would still be justified in holding the target belief. Thus, a
3
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person’s religious belief can be properly basic, but she has to be attentive at the evidence to
the contrary and she has to be able to defeat it, if necessary. This requirement – so it seems to
me – demands no less intellectual abilities as the requirement of evidentialsm. The difference,
however, lies in the epistemic status of the religious belief. For the evidentialist religious
belief is never justified in the basic way. For the weak foundationalist the belief remains
justified in the basic way when the defeater is defeated.
Second, there is the experience-problem. Plantinga does not tell us how the circumstances,
e.g. the circumstances of being appeared to by the starry heavens, justify the religious belief.
It seems that a person needs to have many background beliefs in order to form this belief in
these circumstances. And thus the question arises: If the circumstances contain many
background beliefs, how is it possible that the experiential content alone is supposed to do the
justificatory job? This leads us to the more general question of how experience is supposed to
justify beliefs. One of the dogmas of foundationalism is that one can distinguish between a
pure experiential base on the one hand and beliefs on the other hand. However, the question is
whether there are any experiences which entail no conceptualisation and background-beliefs.
If any experience is theory-laden, then there is a flaw within the program of foundationalism.
The second move Plantinga made was a move away from epistemological internalism towards
a version of epistemological externalism. Epistemological externalism holds, roughly
speaking, that a person can be justified in believing a proposition p, without being in a
position to have cognitive access to all the justifiers. What makes for the justification of a
belief is rather that the belief is the outcome of a reliable and proper working faculty of beliefformation. Thus, my belief I had lunch this afternoon is justified by being the product of my
properly functioning cognitive faculty. If the cognitive faculty to remember things works
properly, then the belief is justified by the fact of being an outcome of that faculty.
In his recent book Warranted Christian Belief, Plantinga develops a detailed account of an
epistemological position of this kind.5 The book aims in two directions.6 First, it entails an
argument against the opinion: “Whether Christian belief is true or not I do not know; but I do
know that it is irrational, or unjustified, or unwarranted”. Plantinga tries to establish that such
an opinion is not tenable. If the Christian content is true, then a person is warranted in
believing it. The second aim is to give a plausible account of the way in which Christian
belief can be justified, rational and warranted. Here, I am interested in this second aim.
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Plantinga claims that a person can be justified, rational and warranted in believing that there is
a God; and that a person can be justified, rational and warranted in believing the Christian
core-content, e.g. the proposition God reconciled the word with himself in Jesus Christ. A
person can even have knowledge of these contents.
Plantinga argues on the basis of a general epistemology which tries to find out what
knowledge is. Most of the epistemologists agree that knowledge is true belief plus something
else. What this something else is supposed to be, is in dispute. Plantinga calls this extra
quantity or quality “warrant”, enough of which converts true belief into knowledge. He
defines warrant in the following way:
“Put in a nutshell, then, a belief has warrant for a person S only if that belief is produced in S
by cognitive faculties functioning properly (subject to no dysfunction) in a cognitive
environment that is appropriate for S’s kind of cognitive faculties, according to a design plan
that is successfully aimed at truth.”7

A Christian believer can fulfil these conditions by believing the Christian content. The idea is
that the belief is induced in the believer by the activity of the Holy Spirit, when the believer
encounters central scriptural teaching. First, when the content is accepted by faith and the
belief in it is the result from the internal instigation of the Holy Spirit, the belief is produced
by cognitive processes working properly. It is not produced by way of some cognitive
malfunction. The whole process of hearing the content, being instigated by the Holy Spirit
and accepting the content by faith is designed by God to produce this very effect. Second, the
environment in which we find ourselves is precisely the environment for which this process is
designed. Third, the process is designed to produce reliably true beliefs. Thus, Plantinga sees
faith on a pair with other faculties of belief-formation, such as perception and memory. And
as such Christian belief can be warranted even if it is not probable with respect to public
evidence. Plantinga gives an example:
“I am a suspect in a crime committed yesterday afternoon; I have means, motive, opportunity.
I am known to have committed this kind of crime before, and a credible eyewitness claims to
have seen me at the crime scene. Nevertheless, I clearly remember spending yesterday
afternoon on a solitary hike miles from the scene of the crime. Then I know that I did not
commit the crime, despite the fact that my committing is more probable than not with respect
7
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to public evidence. So probability with respect to public evidence is by no means necessary
for rationality, justification or warrant - even of beliefs that are among the deliverances of
reason.”8

3. Control over belief-formation
Plantinga’s account can be assessed under many respects.9 The question I would like to ask is:
How does his account correspond to the self-understanding of Christians? Does Plantinga’s
account of Christian belief conform to the way in which many Christians think of their
religious believing? Does it correspond to the way Christian belief was traditionally
understood? Traditionally, faith was understood as a theological virtue: as a habit of belief
formation, designed and infused by God, in order that the person, graced with this habit, is
enabled to assent to the central claims of the Christian content. What is believed is a bearer of
truth value. And the claim is: the truth value is that of truth. The Christian propositions are not
proposed for belief in order to satisfy intellectual curiosity, but rather in order to give
orientation for one’s entire life such as to gain the last goal: beatitude. Plantinga’s account
matches the traditional understanding so far. However, there is one point of dissimilarity. The
tradition stressed one point in the process of assenting to the content of faith: the assent is
thought to be brought about by an act of will. There is a decision involved on the part of the
believer. Thus, there is Augustine’s famous dictum: “No one can believe unless he wants
to”.10 And Thomas Aquinas defines the act of faith as follows: “Now the act of believing is an
act of the intellect assenting to the Divine truth at the command of the will moved by the
grace of God, so that it is subject to the free-will in relation to God”.11 The object of faith is
not such as to determine the intellect necessarily. The propositions of faith are not such as to
produce necessarily assent in the person who grasps them as it is the case with self-evident
8
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propositions or with propositions which follow syllogistically from self-evident propositions.
By getting presented the content of faith a person is not forced to believe it. The person has to
make a decision. I guess that many religious believers would say that their religious believing
does entail a voluntary element.
In my opinion this is the main point where Plantinga parts from the traditional understanding.
It is not that will and affection play no role in his account of faith. In fact he devotes a whole
chapter on that topic.12 The difference lies in the understanding of the role which will and
affections play. In Plantinga’s view one finds oneself believing.13 And the role of will
concerns rather the question of whether one loves or hates what one believes. In Augustin’s
and Aquinas’ view however, the assent does not come about, if one does not want it. Thus,
they seem to hold a version of cognitive voluntarism. And the question arises: Is cognitive
voluntarism tenable?14
Two things seem to be rather uncontroversial in the debate: First, a person cannot decide to
believe the contradictory or the contrary of what seems to be obviously true to her. For
example, I cannot decide to believe that 2 + 2 = 5, or that it is night in Rome when I see that
the sun is shining. I do not have voluntary control over every kind of belief formation.
Second, a person does have some sort of indirect control over her belief-formation. It depends
on my will whether I take efforts to find arguments for or against a claim, it depends on my
will whether I take the effort to go to the library or to look for information.
Now, what about propositions which do not naturally trigger a person’s assent by grasping
them? What about propositions where some of the evidence speaks for but some against the
truth of the propositions? I suggest the view that in such cases moral habits, which we do
acquire and for which we are responsible, play a role in the belief-formation. It depends on us
whether we are thorough or not. It depends on us how we choose the evidence, how we weigh
and evaluate the evidence and when we stop looking for evidence. Affective dispositions can
influence us positively or negatively. Envy, too much fear, arrogance, distrust, etc. can
influence our view of the evidence and of other persons. And these affective dispositions are
partly acquired. We do have some voluntary control over them.
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Thomas Aquinas holds a view like this. When he considers the relation between will and
intellect, he utilizes the distinction between the exercise of an act and the specification of an
act. He writes:
“[...] we must take note that the act of the reason may be considered in two ways. First, as to
the exercise of the act. And considered thus, the act of the reason can always be commanded:
as when one is told to be attentive, and to use one's reason. Second, as to the object; in respect
of which two acts of the reason have to be noticed. One is the act whereby it apprehends the
truth about something. This act is not in our power: because it happens in virtue of a natural or
supernatural light. Consequently in this respect, the act of the reason is not in our power, and
cannot be commanded. The other act of the reason is that whereby it assents to what it
apprehends. If, therefore, that which the reason apprehends is such that it naturally assents
thereto, e.g. the first principles, it is not in our power to assent or dissent to the like: assent
follows naturally, and consequently, properly speaking, is not subject to our command. But
some things which are apprehended do not convince the intellect to such an extent as not to
leave it free to assent or dissent, or at least suspend its assent or dissent, on account of some
cause or other; and in such things assent or dissent is in our power, and is subject to our
command.”15

The exercise of cognitive powers and virtues is within our power. But the determination of the
act is only in some restricted cases within our power. It is within my power to open or shut the
eyes. But it is not within my power to determine that I see green instead of red. It is within my
power to make a research and to use scientific syllogisms. However, it is not within my power
that I get p as conclusion instead of q. Aquinas thinks that there is a class of objects of
cognition which are also under a certain voluntary control as regards the determination of the
act (quantum ad determinationem actus). He thinks that the objects of religious belief are of
that kind. Probably he thinks also that some contingent objects of cognition are of that kind,
e.g. the beliefs Emma is arrogant, or It is right to visit Emma in the hospital. I suppose that
this kind of cognitive voluntarism is a tenable position. In what follows I will present an
analysis of Faith that on the one hand displays similarities with Plantinga’s concerns and that
on the other hand takes the voluntary element of Faith into account. It is the view which John
Henry Newman developed in his University Sermons.16
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4. John Henry Newman’s account of Faith

Newman pleads for a plurality of non-reducible cognitive habits which work in their own way
in moving from grounds to beliefs with a certain content. He warns against the “usurpations
of reason”, that is the vice of taking features of one cognitive habit to be normative for
others.17 Newman contrasts faith and syllogistic reasoning as two different habits of the mind:
„Faith is an instrument of knowledge and action, unknown to the world before, a principle sui
generis, distinct from those which nature supplies, and in particular [...] independent of what
is commonly understood as Reason.”18
„[...] Faith, viewed as an internal habit or act, does not depend upon inquiry and examination,
but has its own special basis, whatever that is [...].“19

Newman understands faith as a habit of the mind. It is a quality which enables a person to
reliably attain a result in the right way. What is gained by the habit of faith is knowledge.
Thus faith is a cognitive habit. If a belief results from acts of faith, this belief is thereby not
only claimed to be proper, apt, adequate, but to constitute knowledge. And faith is
independent, not-reducible, to the habit of belief-formation which Newman calls syllogistic
reason. Faith is a principle sui generis, with its own special basis. Faith is similar to other
belief-forming faculties where substantial questions of great complexity are concerned: moral
perception, conscience, judgment about other people’s character, etc.20 Plantinga would agree
with this account so far.
A second point of similarity between Newman and Plantinga concerns epistemological
externalism. Not all the grounds which make for the justification of one’s beliefs need to be
immediately cognitively accessible to the cognizer. “Its justification lies in their success.” 21 In
the sermon “Implicit and Explicit Reason” Newman wants to show “[...] that the reasonings
and opinions which are involved in the act of Faith are latent and implicit; that the mind
reflecting on itself is able to bring them out into some definite and methodical form; that
Faith, however, is complete without its reflective faculty, which, in matter of fact, often does
interfere with it, and must be used cautiously”.22 Thus he makes a distinction between:
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(1) having grounds for believing that p.
(2) knowing, or being able to tell, the grounds for believing that p.
In many areas of belief formation there are adequate grounds for believing something. This is
the case in moral perception, in conscience, in judging what is right and wrong. “And so in
the case of questions in which party spirit, or political opinion, or ethical principle, or
personal feeling, is concerned, men have a surprising sagacity, often unknown to themselves,
in finding their own place.“23 However, these grounds my not be immediately accessible to
the cognizer. People “may argue badly, but they reason well; that is, their professed grounds
are no sufficient measures of their real ones. And in like manner, though the evidence with
which Faith is content is apparently inadequate to its purpose, yet this is no proof of real
weakness or imperfection in its reasoning.“24 “The sheep could not tell how they knew the
Good Shepherd; they had not analysed their own impressions or cleared the grounds of their
knowledge, yet doubtless grounds there were: they, however, acted spontaneously on a loving
Faith.”25 Thus, faith is a habit like other habits by which people are capable to get it reliably
right in some area. Newman mentions the skilful mountain climber, who cognises the
situation of the stiff cliff, who, “by quick eye, prompt hand, and firm foot, ascends how he
knows not himself, by personal endowments and by practice, rather than by rule, leaving no
track behind him, and unable to teach another”26; he mentions “the sagacity with which a
great general knows what his friends and enemies are about and what will be the final
result”27. Whether one gets it right in concrete matters depends on whether one has the nonrule-governed “inward faculty” which Newman sometimes calls “instinct” and later in his
work An Essay in Aid of a Grammar of Assent the “illative sense”. The illative sense is an
extension of Aristotle’s phronesis to all concrete reasoning which is not strictly rulegoverned. It is a virtue by which a person is enabled to discern which belief is most strongly
supported by a number of considerations with respect to which there are no general rules for
weighting them and getting a result.28 One acquires the illative sense by long experience in
dealing with the subject matter in question. The illative sense is at work in many areas: in
historical inquiry, interpretation of texts, in creative scientific work, and in religious belief.
Note that Newman is not committed to the view of a pure experiential base which justifies the
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corresponding belief. The justifying base can be considered as a mixed bag of sense
impressions and background beliefs.
Where does the voluntary element come into the picture? Moral habits play a role when
Newman comes to explain disagreements in different areas of cognition. In matters of politics,
ethics, economy, art, taste, history, and religion disagreements abound.29 Newman explains
the disagreements by appealing to a person’s preferences (beliefs, desires) and emotions. He
speaks of “antecedent considerations”, “previous notices”, “prepossessions”, “(in a good
sense of the word) prejudices”, “hopes, fears, and existing opinions”, “principles”,
“presumptions”.30 How people evaluate the evidence, what they believe and disbelieve also
depends among other things on their wants, emotions and background-beliefs.
“Most men must and do decide by the principles of thought and conduct which are habitual to
them; that is, the antecedent judgment, with which a men approaches the subject of religion,
not only acts as a bearing this way or that, - as causing him to go out to meet the evidence in a
greater or less degree, and nothing more, - but, further, it practically colours the evidence,
even in a case in which he has recourse to evidence, and interprets it for him.“31

From the fact of disagreements Newman does not want to draw relativist consequences. He
thinks that we are responsible for our wants and the management of our emotions. His thesis
is: A morally good disposed person is also in a better position to get it right in cognitive
matters.
“In the judgement of a rightly disposed mind, objects are desirable and attainable which
irreligious men will consider to be but fancies. Such a correct moral judgment and view of
things is the very medium in which the argument for Christianity has its constraining
influence [...]“.32
“But a man is responsible for his faith, because he is responsible for his likings and dislikings,
his hopes and his opinions, on all of which his faith depends.”33
“[...] and what he thinks likely, depends surely on nothing else than the general state of his
mind, the state of his convictions, feelings, tastes, and wishes.”34
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Thus, for Newman the sharp dichotomy between the theoretical and the practical is not
tenable, at least in some areas. The question arises whether there is a general epistemology
which is able to take Newman’s insight into account. I would suggest that there is one: Virtue
epistemology.

5. The rise of virtue epistemology

Virtue epistemology was proposed first in 1980 as a way out of the debate between
foundationalist and coherentist theories of justification by Ernest Sosa. He formulated the
program for virtue epistemology in parallel to virtue ethics the following way:
„The important move for our purposes is the stratification of justification. Primary
justification attaches to virtues and other dispositions, to stable dispositions to act, through
their greater contribution of value when compared with alternatives. Secondary justification
attaches to particular acts in virtue of their source in virtues or other such justified
dispositions. The same strategy may also prove fruitful in epistemology. Here primary
justification would apply to intellectual virtues, to stable dispositions for belief acquisition,
through their greater contribution toward getting us to the truth. Secondary justification would
then attach to particular beliefs in virtue of their source in intellectual virtues or other such
justified dispositions.“35

Modern virtue ethics was developed as an alternative to two dominant ethical theories:
consequentialism and deontologism. Both regard the evaluation of acts as primary, the
evaluation of persons and their traits as derivative. The idea of virtue ethics is best understood
as a thesis about the direction of analysis.36 Normative properties of actions are to be analysed
in terms of normative properties of moral agents. Such ethics has been described as personbased rather than act-based. Just as traditional ethical theories like consequentialism and
deontologism were act-centred, traditional epistemologies like externalism and internalism
were belief-centred.37 Virtue epistemology suggests a similar turn of analysis as virtue ethics.
The epistemic values of beliefs such as justification, or warrant, are derivative; central or
primary is the concept of intellectual virtue.
35
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Plantinga makes the concept of a properly working faculty central to his explication of
warrant. Under this respect his account can be seen as a type of virtue epistemology. As
cognitive faculties or virtues count perception, memory, approved reasoning skills, testimony.
Beliefs acquired or sustained through such virtues, qualify as warranted. They enable a person
to form reliably true beliefs. Amongst epistemic vices one could count guesswork, wishful
thinking, ignoring contrary evidence, etc.
This, however, is only one type of virtue epistemology. There are virtue epistemologists who
count rather such habits as intellectual open-mindedness, thoroughness, carefulness,
observance, perseverance, autonomy, courage, and humility as cognitive virtues.38 These
habits are more like virtues of character. Generally, virtue is seen as an excellence which
enables a person reliably to achieve a good result in a good way. A cognitive virtue, then, is
an excellence which enables a person to acquire and sustain true beliefs in a good way. Thus,
the concept of intellectual virtue combines a success component and a motivational
component.39
In my view, the two kinds of accounts of intellectual virtue do not exclude each other. Any
reduction to one of them would lead to problems. If one claims that any belief-formation
depends on virtues of the second kind one seems to be forced to a much too strong version of
cognitive voluntarism which is implausible, for example in the case of simple perceptual
beliefs. If one claims that any belief formation depends only on intellectual virtues of the first
kind, one is unable to do justice to beliefs which are objects of praise or blame. Thus, I plead
for a virtue epistemology that leaves space for an irreducible plurality of accepted ways,
practices, or virtues of belief-formation. Such epistemology does not look for one single
concept of justification or warrant of beliefs, but for accepted ways of belief-formation which
vary from each other. A belief is justified or constitutes knowledge by being the result of
virtuous performance. If one accepts a plurality of cognitive virtues one can account for
several intuitions about epistemic value.
First, there is a place for externalist and internalist intuitions. Some beliefs are justified by
being the outcome of epistemic virtues, without the fulfilment of internal requirements, such
as the cognizer’s ability to be aware of the grounds, or their adequacy, or the basing relation.
Emma’s belief This is Peter, when she looks at him, is justified, if produced by proper
working faculties of person-identification. She is justified in believing This is Peter, although
she would be unable to tell us, what exactly it is that justifies that belief. Some other beliefs
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are justified by being the outcome of virtues, where the fulfilment of some internal
accessibility to grounds, adequacy and basing relation is required.
Second, there is a place for the intuition that there must be starting points in our reasonings,
and for the intuition that our belief-system must be coherent. The virtuous person has a sense
for what can count as a starting point for beliefs in a given situation. She has the right
estimation of the cognitive situation and the required safeness of beliefs. Thus, virtue
epistemology allows situation-bound foundationalism. At the same time coherence in one’s
belief-structure can be seen as a virtue. The virtuous person tries to be consistent in her
beliefs.
Third, there is a place for the intuition that we are responsible for our beliefs and our beliefformation, and for the intuition that we cannot decide to believe something just like that.
Virtue epistemology can account for these intuitions in a threefold way:
- by distinguishing between cognitive habits and their use. The use of a particular cognitive
habit might be under our voluntary control, while the belief one ends up with by using the
virtue in question might not be within our power. It is within Emma’s power to look at the
table, but it is not within her power to acquire the belief The table is green.
- by distinguishing cognitive habits the products of which are not under effective voluntary
control, and cognitive habits the products of which are. Emma’s belief Peter is arrogant
might be a product of the second kind of cognitive habits.
- by the view that many habits are acquired through exercising in one direction. One is
responsible for acquiring a habit. Once a habit, being second nature, is acquired, the
corresponding belief-formation occurs quasi naturally.
Fourth, there is a place for emotions. The role of emotions in moral philosophy is widely
acknowledged. How we morally perceive a situation, and what we think is the right action to
take, also depends on our affective states and emotions. Emotions have a role in explaining
our moral failings and successes. The virtuous person has the habitual disposition to respond
emotionally adequately to types of situations and therefore to be enabled to spontaneously
make the right choice and perform the right action with a certain pleasure. Similarly, emotions
and affective states can play a role in explaining epistemic failings and successes. Appropriate
pattern of emotional response may be required for inquiring or believing well.40
If one allows a plurality of non-reducible cognitive virtues, the question arises whether they
are somehow united. The person must use them properly in order to get to the desired end of
having a true belief, justified belief or knowledge. Traditionally the unifying role for moral
40
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virtues was ascribed to the virtue of phronesis. On the one hand, phronesis, the ability to think
well in practical matters, presupposes the moral virtues which enable one to respond
emotionally well to types of situations. On the other hand, in order to decide and to act well it
is not sufficient to know what one has to do in general, but one needs phronesis which enables
one to have a proper grasp of the situation and of the particular goal and of the way one
achieves that goal.
Virtue epistemology enlarges this account and argues for the importance of phronesis in
epistemic matters as well. Linda Zagzebski thinks that phronesis is a higher order virtue that
governs the entire range of moral and intellectual virtues. She identifies three theoretical
needs served by phronesis: First, by virtue of phronesis one is enabled to determine the mean
between extremes in those cases in which the virtue is a mean, for example: courage,
carefulness, autonomy, perseverance, and humility. Second, by virtue of phronesis one is able
to mediate between and among the individual moral and intellectual virtues. Third, by virtue
of phronesis one is enabled to coordinate the various virtues into a single line of thought
leading up to a belief.41

6. Concluding remarks

I have tried to provide an overview of recent developments in religious epistemology in the
Christian context. Several controversial topics appeared. The first concerned the proper
understanding of religious belief. Philosophers of religion should try to do justice to the
complexity of the phenomenon. In my view, religion has a regulative and expressive function
in the religious person’s life. Nevertheless, this does not exclude that religious beliefs are
propositional attitudes. We have desires and wants; and we have beliefs about wherein the
fulfilment of these desires consists and beliefs about the means that lead to this fulfilment.
These beliefs can be true or false.
A second controversial topic concerned the function of arguments for religious belief. Nobody
would probably claim that they cannot be useful. The controversy concerns rather the exact
determination of the relationship between religious belief and arguments. The following
questions can help sorting out positions:
(1) Are the arguments understood as arguments for believers themselves or for other people?
(2) Do the arguments have a defeating or a sustaining function?
41
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(3) Does every believer need to have defeating and sustaining arguments?
Ad (1): For some persons it might be the case that their religious belief has got such an
epistemic status that their belief is warranted even if their belief is not probable with respect
to the public evidence. In such cases the function of arguments is not to convince oneself, but
to convince other people who do not share the same belief.
Ad (2): For some persons it might be the case that they spontaneously held their religious
belief in a basic way; they believed by relying on the testimony of their parents, the religious
community, the founder of the religion, God. But some time in their life they encountered
irritations and they started doubting. They started asking whether their certainty was
appropriate, which grounds they have for their beliefs or whether their religious cognitive
faculties are working properly. Such irritations abound. There is the problem of evil, which
for many constitutes a source for doubt about the goodness or even about the existence of
God. There is the encounter with a plurality of religions which sometimes make claims that
contradict each other. In such cases arguments can have two functions: First, the function to
defeat the defeater of one’s belief. This function of arguing is stressed by Plantinga, and he
takes it very seriously. Second, the function to find evidence in favour of one’s belief: What
sustains the beliefs that there is a God, and that God revealed himself, and that what he
revealed is contained in a particular scripture? I guess that in the sight of a plurality of
religions a religious person is forced to ask these questions and to find some answers to them.
Ad (3): Here the objection arises that many believers will intellectually not be in a position to
produce defeaters against defeaters or to find a theodicy or to gain sustaining arguments. In
order to answer this objection I would say that many do have simple versions of arguments.
Moreover I would like to bring up the old idea of the division of epistemic labour. In other
areas, e.g. in physics, biology, astronomy, lay people are justified in holding particular beliefs
without being in a position to understand the details and to know what speaks in favour of
them. They are justified by relying on the experts who are in a position to know the details
and the evidence. Similarly, simple religious believers are justified in holding their religious
belief without being in a position to understand the details and to have arguments and
defeaters against defeaters. They are justified by relying on the experts who do have some
arguments.
A third controversial topic concerned the estimation of the cognitive role of the will and the
emotions. I have tried to argue that in some areas of cognition desires, emotional dispositions
and background-beliefs influence the belief formation. Religious belief might be
acknowledged as such an area. A virtue epistemology which assumes two types of cognitive
18

virtues could account for the role of emotion and will regarding the formation of beliefs. Our
wants, emotions and background-beliefs come into the picture at several stages: (1) by
determining the fields of inquiry; (2) by judging about the appropriateness of cognitive habits,
methods, or procedures for a particular inquiry in a certain field; (3) by the way we evaluate
the evidence for and against a certain belief; (4) by determining whether the evidence is
sufficient for safe belief. The phronimos person in the extended sense of phronesis would be
the person with the relevant moral and cognitive virtues. She would thereby more likely find
reliably correct answers for substantial questions of great complexity, also in religious
matters, than somebody lacking these virtues.
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